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Approximation theory for nonorientable
minimal surfaces and applications

ANTONIO ALARCÓN

FRANCISCO J LÓPEZ

We prove a version of the classical Runge and Mergelyan uniform approximation
theorems for nonorientable minimal surfaces in Euclidean 3–space R3 . Then we
obtain some geometric applications. Among them, we emphasize the following ones:

� A Gunning–Narasimhan-type theorem for nonorientable conformal surfaces.
� An existence theorem for nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 with arbitrary

conformal structure, properly projecting into a plane.
� An existence result for nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 with arbitrary

conformal structure and Gauss map omitting one projective direction.

49Q05; 30E10

1 Introduction

The Runge and Mergelyan theorems are the central results in the theory of uniform
approximation by holomorphic functions in one complex variable. The former, which
dates back to 1885, asserts that if the complement C nK of a compact set K � C
has no relatively compact connected components, then every holomorphic function in
(an open neighborhood of) K can be approximated, uniformly on K , by holomorphic
functions on C ; see Runge [32]. If K�C is an arbitrary compact set, then Mergelyan’s
theorem [28], which dates back to 1951, ensures that continuous functions K! C ,
holomorphic in the interior Kı of K , can be approximated uniformly on K by
holomorphic functions in open neighborhoods of K in C . In 1958, Bishop [11]
extended these results to Riemann surfaces (see Forster [15] for a modern proof using
functional analysis):

Runge–Mergelyan theorem Let N be an open Riemann surface (ie noncompact)
and let K �N be a compact set such that N nK has no relatively compact connected
components. Then any continuous function K!C , holomorphic in the interior Kı

of K , can be uniformly approximated on K by holomorphic functions N !C .
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A compact subset K �N satisfying the hypotheses of the above theorem is said to be
a Runge set in the open Riemann surface N . Runge and Mergelyan’s theorems admit
plenty of generalizations; the extension of Runge’s theorem to functions of several
complex variables is known as the Oka–Weil theorem (see eg Hörmander [19]), and in
the more general setting, maps S �K!O from a holomorphically convex set K of a
Stein manifold S to an Oka manifold O satisfy the Runge property (see Forstnerič [16]
for a good reference).

On the other hand, conformal minimal immersions of open Riemann surfaces into
Euclidean space are harmonic functions. This basic fact has strongly influenced the
theory of minimal surfaces, furnishing it of powerful tools coming from complex
analysis. In particular, Runge’s theorem (combined with the López–Ros transformation
for minimal surfaces [25]) has been the key tool for constructing complete hyperbolic
minimal surfaces in R3 of finite topology; see Jorge and Xavier [20], Nadirashvili [30]
and Morales [29] for pioneering papers. However, the direct application of Runge’s
theorem has a limited reach and it seems to be insufficient for constructing minimal
surfaces with more complicated geometry. With the aim of overcoming this constraint,
Alarcón and López [6, Theorem 4.9] obtained a Runge–Mergelyan-type theorem for
conformal minimal immersions of open Riemann surfaces into R3 . This result has
been a versatile tool for constructing both minimal surfaces in R3 and curves in the
complex 3–space C3 ; see Alarcón and López [6; 7; 8; 10] and Alarcón, Fernández
and López [2] for a number of applications. For instance and in contrast to the severe
restrictions imposed by the use of the López–Ros transformation, it allows one to
prescribe the conformal structure of the examples.

In the same spirit, a Runge–Mergelyan-type theorem for a large family of directed
holomorphic immersions of open Riemann surfaces into Cn (including null curves),
n�3, has been recently shown, with different techniques, by Alarcón and Forstnerič [4].

In this paper we focus on nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 . This subject should
not be considered as a minor or secondary one; on the contrary, nonorientable surfaces
present themselves quite naturally in the very origin of minimal surface theory (recall
for instance that a Möbius minimal strip can be obtained by solving a simple Plateau
problem; see Douglas [12] for more information), and they present a rich and interesting
geometry. Nonorientable minimal surfaces were first studied systematically by Lie [22]
in the third quarter of the 19th century; the development of their global theory was
begun by Meeks [27]. A particular issue is that constructing nonorientable surfaces
via Weierstrass representation is in general hard, due to the higher subtlety of the
period problem. Runge’s theorem has been already used in several constructions of
complete nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 (see López [23], López, Martin and
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Approximation theory for nonorientable minimal surfaces 1017

Morales [24] and Ferrer, Martín and Meeks [14]); however, as in the orientable case,
its direct application does not seem to suffice for more involved constructions.

The aim of this paper is to prove a Runge–Mergelyan-type theorem for nonorientable
minimal surfaces in R3 . For a precise statement of our main result, the following
notation is required. Every nonorientable minimal surface M �R3 can be represented
by a triple .N ; I;X /, where N is an open Riemann surface, IW N ! N is an an-
tiholomorphic involution without fixed points, and X W N ! R3 is an I–invariant
conformal minimal immersion (that is, satisfying X ıIDX ) such that M DX.N /;
see [27] and Section 2.2 for details. We say that a subset S of N is I–admissible (see
Definition 3.2) if it is Runge in N , I.S/D S and S DRS [CS , where RS WD Sı

consists of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint compact regions in N with C1

boundary, and CS WDS nRS is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint analytical Jordan
arcs, meeting RS only in their endpoints, and such that their intersections with the
boundary bRS of RS are transverse. Finally, we say that a C1 map Y W S!R3 is an
I–invariant generalized minimal immersion (see Section 3.2) if Y jRS

is a conformal
minimal immersion, Y jCS

is regular and Y ı ID Y .

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.1 Let N be an open Riemann surface, let IW N ! N be an antiholo-
morphic involution without fixed points, and let S � N be an I–admissible set.
Then any I–invariant generalized minimal immersion S !R3 can be C1 uniformly
approximated on S by I–invariant conformal minimal immersions N !R3 .

Concerning the proof, it is important to point out that the compatibility condition with
respect to the antiholomorphic involution and the higher difficulty of the period problem
involve a much more careful analysis than in the orientable case; see [6]. In particular,
our approach requires several trickier approximation results by meromorphic functions
and 1–forms (see Lemmas 4.2 and 4.6).

Theorem 1.1 has many geometric applications. In Theorem 6.6 we show that, for
any open Riemann surface N and antiholomorphic involution IW N ! N without
fixed points, there exist I–invariant conformal minimal immersions N !R3 properly
projecting into a plane (see [6] for the analogous result in the orientable case). This
links with an old question by Schoen and Yau [33, page 18]; see also [6; 10]. We also
prove an existence theorem of complete conformal I–invariant minimal immersions
N !R3 with a prescribed coordinate function; see Theorem 6.8. As a consequence,
in Corollary 6.10 we exhibit complete nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 whose
Gauss map omits one point of the projective plane RP2 (see [2] for the orientable
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1018 Antonio Alarcón and Francisco J López

framework). Other geometric applications of Theorem 1.1 can be found; see Alarcón
and López [9].

Theorem 1.1 follows from the more general Theorem 5.6, which also deals with the flux
map of the approximating surfaces. In particular, Theorem 5.6 implies the analogous
result of Theorem 1.1 for curves F W N !C3 enjoying the symmetry F ıID xF ; see
Corollary 6.1. We also derive a Runge–Mergelyan-type theorem for harmonic functions
hW N !R satisfying h ı ID h (see Theorem 6.3).

Finally, in a different line of applications, we prove an extension of the classical
Gunning–Narasimhan theorem [18] (see also Kusunoki and Sainouchi [21]); more
specifically, we show that, for any open Riemann surface N and any antiholomorphic
involution IW N !N without fixed points, there exist holomorphic 1–forms # on N
with I�# D x# and prescribed periods and canonical divisor (see Theorem 6.4).

Outline of the paper The necessary notation and background on nonorientable mini-
mal surfaces in R3 is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the compact
subsets involved in the Mergelyan-type approximation, and define the notion of confor-
mal nonorientable minimal immersion from such a subset into R3 . In Section 4 we
prove several preliminary approximation results that flatten the way to the proof of the
main theorem in Section 5. Finally, the applications are derived in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

Let k�k denote the Euclidean norm in Kn (KDR or C ). Given a compact topological
space K and a continuous map f W K!Kn , we denote by

kf k0;K WDmax
K
fkf .p/k W p 2Kg

the maximum norm of f on K . The corresponding space of continuous functions
on K will be endowed with the C0 topology associated to k � k0;K .

Given a topological surface N , we denote by bN the (possibly nonconnected) 1–
dimensional topological manifold determined by its boundary points. Given a subset
A�N , we denote by Aı and xA the interior and the closure of A in N , respectively.
Open connected subsets of N n bN will be called domains of N , and those proper
connected topological subspaces of N being compact surfaces with boundary will said
to be regions of N .
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Approximation theory for nonorientable minimal surfaces 1019

2.1 Riemann surfaces and nonorientability

It is well known that any Riemann surface is orientable; in fact, the conformal structure
of the surface induces a (positive) orientation on it. In this subsection, we describe the
notion of nonorientable Riemann surface.

A Riemann surface N is said to be open if it is noncompact and bN D∅. We denote
by @ the global complex operator given by @jU D @

@z
dz for any conformal chart .U; z/

on N .

Definition 2.1 Let N be a smooth nonorientable surface with empty boundary. A
system of coordinates C on N is said to be a conformal structure on N if the change
of coordinates is conformal or anticonformal. The couple .N ;C/ is said to be a
nonorientable Riemann surface. If there is no place for ambiguity, we simply write N
instead of .N ;C/.

Definition 2.2 Let N � .N ;C/ be a nonorientable Riemann surface. Denote by
� W N !N the oriented 2–sheeted covering of N , and call IW N !N the deck trans-
formation of � . Call ��.C/ the holomorphic system of coordinates in N determined
by the positively oriented lifts by � of the charts in C.

Notice that the couple N � .N ; ��.C// is a (connected) open Riemann surface and I

is an antiholomorphic involution in N without fixed points. The conformal map
� W N !N is said to be the conformal orientable two-sheeted covering of N .

Objects related to N will be denoted with underlined text (for instance S , X etc),
whereas those related to N will be not.

As a consequence of Definition 2.2, the nonorientable Riemann surface N can be
naturally identified with the orbit space N=I, and the covering map � with the
natural projection N !N=I. In other words, a nonorientable Riemann surface N is
nothing but a connected open Riemann surface N equipped with an antiholomorphic
involution I without fixed points.

From now on in Section 2, let N , N , � and I be as in Definition 2.2.

Definition 2.3 A subset A�N is said to by I–invariant if I.A/DA, or equivalently,
��1.�.A//DA. If A is I–invariant, we write AD �.A/. Likewise, given B �N ,
we write B for the I–invariant set ��1.B/.
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Definition 2.4 Let A be an I–invariant subset in N and let f W A! Rn be a map
(n 2N ). The map f is said to be I–invariant if

f ı .IjA/D f:

In this case, we denote by f the only map f W A! Rn satisfying f D f ı .�jA/.
Likewise, given a map f W A ! Rn we denote by f the I–invariant map f D

f ı .�jA/W A!Rn .

For any set A � N , we denote by Div.A/ the free commutative group of divisors
with support on A with multiplicative notation. If D D

Qn
iD1 Q

ni

i 2Div.A/, where
ni 2Znf0g for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, we set supp.D/ WD fQ1; : : : ;Qng to be the support
of D . A divisor D 2Div.A/ is said to be integral if D D

Qn
iD1 Q

ni

i and ni � 0 for
all i . Given D1 , D2 2 Div.A/, D1 � D2 means that D1D�1

2
is integral. If A is

I–invariant, then we denote by DivI.A/ the group of I–invariant divisors of A; that
is to say, satisfying I.D/DD .

In the sequel, W will denote an I–invariant open subset of N .

We denote by

� Fh;I.W / the real vector space of holomorphic functions f on W such that
f ı .IjW /D xf ,

� Fm;I.W / the real vector space of meromorphic functions f on W such that
f ı .IjW /D xf ,

� �h;I.W / the real vector space of holomorphic 1–forms � on W such that
I�.�/D x� ,

� �m;I.W / the real vector space of meromorphic 1–forms � on W such that
I�.�/D x� .

Here, and from now on, x� means complex conjugation. We also denote by

� GI.W / the family of meromorphic functions g on W satisfying gı.IjW /D�
1

xg
.

By elementary symmetrization arguments, it is easy to check Fh;I.W /, �h;I.W /¤∅.
It is also known that GI.N / ¤ ∅ when N is a compact Riemann surface (see
Martens [26]). As an application of Theorem 5.6, we will prove that in fact every open
nonorientable Riemann surface .N ; I/ carries conformal maps into the projective plane
omitting one point (see Corollary 6.10); in particular GI.N /¤∅.

Let us recall some well-known topological facts regarding nonorientable surfaces.
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In the remainder of this subsection, we will assume that W is a domain of finite
topology. Then .W; IjW / is topologically equivalent to

.S n fP1; : : : ;PkC1; zJ.P1/; : : : ; zJ.PkC1/g; zJ/;

where S is a compact surface of genus � , zJW S ! S is an orientation reversing
involution without fixed points, and fP1; : : : ;PkC1g � S , k 2N [f0g.

As a consequence, the first homology groups H1.W;Z/ and H1.W;R/ of W are
free abelian groups of dimension 2�0C 1, where �0 WD �C k . Furthermore, elemen-
tary topological arguments give that H1.W;R/ admits an I–basis accordingly to the
following definition:

Definition 2.5 A basis B D fc0; c1; : : : ; c�0
; d1; : : : ; d�0

g of H1.W;R/ is said to be
an I–basis if

� cj WD j � I�.j /, j D 0; 1; : : : ; �0 ,

� dj WD j C I�.j /, j D 1; : : : ; �0 ,

for some closed curves fj W j D 0; : : : ; �0g �H1.W;Z/. Observe that

(1) I�.cj /D�cj and I�.dj /D dj for all j .

Let H1
hol;I.W / be the first real de Rham cohomology group �h;I.W /=�, where as

usual � denotes the equivalence relation “the difference is exact”. Recall that, on
an open Riemann surface, the first de Rham cohomology group is representable by
holomorphic functions (this is in fact a special case of the Cartan–Serre theorem on
Stein manifolds and affine algebraic manifolds). Notice that (1) gives that Re

R
cj
� D 0

and Im
R

dj
� D 0 for all j and � 2�h;I.W /. Further, basic cohomology theory gives

that the map

(2) H1
hol;I.W /!R�0C1

�R�0 ; Œ� � 7!

��
�{

Z
cj

�

�
jD0;:::;�0

;

�Z
dj

�

�
jD1;:::;�0

�
;

is a (real) linear isomorphism for any I–basis fc0; c1; : : : ; c�0
; d1; : : : ; d�0

g of
H1.W;R/.

2.2 Nonorientable minimal surfaces

In this subsection we describe the Weierstrass representation formula for nonorientable
minimal surfaces, and introduce some notation.
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Definition 2.6 A map X W N !R3 is said to be a conformal nonorientable minimal
immersion if the I–invariant map

X WDX ı� W N !R3

(see Definition 2.4) is a conformal minimal immersion. In this case, X.N /DX.N /�R3

is a nonorientable minimal surface.

For any I–invariant subset A � N , we denote by MI.A/ the space of I–invariant
conformal minimal immersions of I–invariant open subsets of N containing A into R3 .

Let A � N be an I–invariant subset, and let X 2MI.A/. We use the notation
�j D @Xj , j D 1; 2; 3, and ˆD @X � .�j /jD1;2;3 . The 1–forms �j are holomorphic
(on an open neighborhood of A), have no real periods, and satisfy

3X
jD1

�2
j D 0;(3)

I�ˆD x̂I(4)

see [27]. The intrinsic metric in (an open neighborhood of) A is given by ds2 DP3
jD1 j�j j

2 ; hence

(5)
3X

jD1

j�j j
2 does not vanish anywhere on A:

By definition, the triple ˆ is said to be the Weierstrass representation of X . The
meromorphic function

(6) g D
�3

�1� {�2

(here, and from now on, we denote { D
p
�1) corresponds to the Gauss map of X up

to the stereographic projection, and

(7) ˆD
�

1

2

�
1

g
�g

�
;

{

2

�
1

g
Cg

�
; 1
�
�3

(see Osserman [31]). It follows from (4) and (6) that the complex Gauss map gW A!
xC WDC[f1g of X satisfies

(8) g ı .IjA/D�
1

xg
:
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Remark 2.7 We denote by AW xC! xC the antipodal map A.z/D�1=xz , by RP2 D

xC=A the projective plane, and by �AW xC!RP2 the orientable 2–sheeted covering
of RP2 .

Every meromorphic g in (an open neighborhood of) A satisfying (8) induces a unique
conformal map GW A!RP2 such that G ı .�jA/D �A ıg .

Definition 2.8 The conformal map GW A ! RP2 induced by the complex Gauss
map g of X is said to be the complex Gauss map of the conformal nonorientable
minimal immersion X .

Conversely, any vectorial holomorphic 1–form ˆD .�j /jD1;2;3 on (an open neighbor-
hood of) A without real periods, satisfying (3), (4) and (5), determines an I–invariant
conformal minimal immersion X W A!R3 by the expression

X D Re
Z
ˆ;

hence, a conformal nonorientable minimal immersion X W A ! R3 ; see [27]. By
definition, the couple .ˆ; I/ is said to be the Weierstrass representation of X .

Remark 2.9 A vectorial holomorphic 1–form ˆ on (an open neighborhood of) A

satisfying (4) has no real periods if and only ifZ


ˆD 0 for any  2H1.A;Z/ with I�. /D :

To finish this subsection we present the flux of a conformal minimal immersion.

Definition 2.10 Let A be an I–invariant subset in N , X 2MI.A/, (see Definition 2.6)
and  .s/ be an arc-length parameterized curve in A. The conormal vector field
of X along  is the unique unitary tangent vector field � of X along  such that
fdX. 0.s//; �.s/g is a positive basis for all s .

If  is closed, pX . / WD
R
 �.s/ ds is said to be the flux of X along  .

Given an I–invariant subset A in N , and X 2 MI.A/, it is easy to check that
pX . /D Im

R
 @X and that the flux map

pX W H1.A;Z/!R3

is a group morphism. Furthermore, since X is I–invariant and I reverses the orienta-
tion, the flux map pX W H1.A;Z/!R3 of X satisfies

(9) pX .I�. //D�pX . / for all  2H1.A;Z/:

By definition, the couple .pX ; I/ is said to be the flux map of X .
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3 Admissible subsets for the Mergelyan approximation

We begin this section by describing the subsets involved in the Mergelyan approximation
theorem in Section 5. Although there is room for generalizations, the sets considered
in Definition 3.2 are sufficient for our geometric applications.

Remark 3.1 From now on in the paper, N , N , � and I will be as in Definition 2.2.
Also, �2

N will denote a conformal Riemannian metric on N such that I�.�2
N /D �

2
N .

First of all, recall that a subset A � N is said to be Runge (in N ) if N nA has no
relatively compact connected components.

A compact Jordan arc in N is said to be analytical (smooth, continuous etc) if it is
contained in an open analytical (smooth, continuous etc) Jordan arc in N .

N

RS
CS

RS

CS

RS CS

Figure 1: An I–admissible set S �N

Definition 3.2 A (possibly nonconnected) I–invariant compact subset S �N is said
to be I–admissible in N if and only if (see Figure 1):

(i) S is Runge.

(ii) RS WD Sı is nonempty and consists of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint
compact regions in N with C0 boundary.

(iii) CS WD S nRS consists of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint analytical
Jordan arcs.

(iv) Any component ˛ of CS with an endpoint P 2 RS admits an analytical ex-
tension ˇ in N such that the unique component of ˇ n˛ with endpoint P lies
in RS .
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An I–invariant compact subset S �N satisfying (ii), (iii) and (iv) is Runge (hence
I–admissible) if and only if i�W H1.S;Z/!H1.N ;Z/ is a monomorphism, where
H1. � ;Z/ means the first homology group, i W S ! N is the inclusion map, and i�
is the induced group morphism. If S � N is an I–invariant compact Runge subset
consisting of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint compact regions with C0 boundary,
then S is I–admissible; that is to say, we allow CS to be empty. The most typical
I–admissible subsets S in N consist of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint compact
regions RS with C1 boundary, and a finite collection of Jordan analytical arcs CS

meeting bRS transversally.

3.1 Functions on I–admissible subsets

From now on in this section, S will denote an I–admissible subset in N , in the sense
of Definition 3.2.

Definition 3.3 We denote by

� Fh;I.S/ the real vector space of continuous functions f W S !C , holomorphic
on an open neighborhood of RS in N , such that f ı IjS D xf ,

� Fm;I.S/ the real vector space of continuous functions f W S ! xC , meromor-
phic on an open neighborhood of RS in N , satisfying that f ı IjS D xf and
f �1.1/� Sı DRS n bRS .

Likewise, we denote by

� GI.S/ the family of continuous functions gW S ! xC , meromorphic on an open
neighborhood of RS in N , satisfying that g ıIjS D�1=xg and g�1.f0;1g/�

Sı DRS n bRS .

A 1–form � on S is said to be of type .1; 0/ if for any conformal chart .U; z/ in N ,
� jU\S Dh.z/ dz for some function hW U\S! xC . Finite sequences ‚D .�1; : : : ; �n/,
where �j is a .1; 0/–type 1–form for all j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, are said to be n–dimensional
vectorial .1; 0/–forms on S . The space of continuous n–dimensional .1; 0/–forms
on S will be endowed with the C0 topology induced by the norm

(10) k‚k0;S WD
 ‚
�N


0;S
Dmax

S

�� nX
jD1

ˇ̌̌
�j
�N

ˇ̌̌2�1=2�
I

see Remark 3.1.

Definition 3.4 For any f 2 Fm;I.S/ we write .f /0 , .f /1 and .f / for the zero
divisor .f jRS

/0 , the polar divisor .f jRS
/1 and the divisor .f jRS

/, respectively; see
Farkas and Kra [13].
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Notice that all these divisors lie in DivI.RS /. Obviously, we have that supp..f /1/D
f �1.1/�RS and supp..f /0/Df �1.0/\RS . Likewise we define the corresponding
divisors for functions g 2 GI.S/, but in this case they do not lie in DivI.RS / unless
.g/D 1. In fact, I..g/0/D .g/1 .

The following Gunning–Narasimhan-type result for relatively compact I–invariant
domains is required for later purposes. A general theorem in this line for nonorientable
Riemann surfaces will be shown later in Section 6; see Theorem 6.4.

Proposition 3.5 Let W be a relatively compact I–invariant open subset in N . Then
there exists a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic 1–form � on W such that I�.�/D x� .

Proof Since the same argument applies separately to each connected component, we
may assume that W is a domain.

Take a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic 1–form �0 on N (see [18]). If �0C I�.�0/

vanishes everywhere on W , then it suffices to set � WD {�0jW . Otherwise, consider
�1 WD .�0C I�.�0//jW . Since I is an antiholomorphic involution, �1 is holomorphic
and I�.�1/D x�1 . By the identity principle �1 has finitely many zeros on the compact
set SW ; hence on W . Denote by D the divisor associated to �1j SW . Since �12�h;I.W /

we can write D DD1I.D1/, where supp.D1/\ supp.I.D1//D∅. Since N n SW is
a nonempty open set, the Weierstrass theorem furnishes a meromorphic function h on
N such that hj SW is holomorphic and .hj SW /0DD1 . Set H WD h �h ı I 2Fh;I.N / and
observe that .H j SW /0 DD . We finish by setting � WD �1=.H jW /.

From now on in this section, let W and � be as in Proposition 3.5 such that S �W .
The following notions do not depend on the chosen W and � .

Definition 3.6 We denote by

� �h;I.S/ the real vector space of 1–forms � of type .1; 0/ on S such that
�=� 2 Fh;I.S/,

� �m;I.S/ the real vector space of 1–forms � of type .1; 0/ on S such that
�=� 2 Fm;I.S/.

Define as above the associated divisors .�/0 and .�/1 of zeros and poles, respectively,
for any � 2 �m;I.S/. Likewise, denote by .�/ D .�/0=.�/1 the divisor of � , and
notice that all these divisors lie in DivI.S/.
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Definition 3.7 We shall say that:

� A function f 2 Fh;I.S/ can be approximated in the C0 topology on S by
functions in Fh;I.W / if there exists ffngn2N � Fh;I.W / such that fkfnjS �

f k0;Sgn2N ! 0.
� A function f 2 Fm;I.S/ can be approximated in the C0 topology on S by

functions in Fm;I.W / if there exists ffngn2N �Fm;I.W / such that fnjS �f 2

Fh.S/ for all n and fkfnjS � f k0;Sgn2N ! 0 (in particular, .fn/1 D .f /1
on Sı for all n).

� A 1–form � 2 �h;I.S/ can be approximated in the C0 topology on S by
1–forms in �h;I.W / if there exists f�ngn2N � �h;I.W / such that fk�njS �

�k0;Sgn2N ! 0.
� A 1–form � 2�m;I.S/ can be approximated in the C0 topology on S by 1–

forms in �m;I.W / if there exists f�ngn2N � �m;I.W / such that �njS � � 2

�h;I.S/ for all n and fk�njS � �k0;Sgn2N ! 0 (in particular .�n/1 D .�/1
on Sı for all n).

� A function g2GI.S/ can be approximated in the C0 topology on S by functions
in GI.W / if there exists fgngn2N � GI.W / such that gn � g is holomorphic
on (a neighborhood of) RS and fkgnjS �gk0;Sgn2N ! 0.

We define the notions of approximation in the C0 topology of vectorial functions and
1–forms in a similar way.

Definition 3.8 A function f W S!Cn , holomorphic on an open neighborhood of RS ,
is said to be smooth if there exists a holomorphic extension f0 of f jRS

to an open
domain V in N containing RS such that, for any component ˛ of CS and any open
analytical Jordan arc ˇ in N containing ˛ , f j˛ admits a smooth extension fˇ to ˇ
satisfying that fˇjV\ˇ D f0jV\ˇ .

Likewise we define the notion of smoothness for functions S ! xCn , holomorphic
on an open neighborhood of RS , and for functions S ! Rn , harmonic on an open
neighborhood of RS .

Definition 3.9 A vectorial 1–form ‚ of type .1; 0/ on S , meromorphic on an open
neighborhood of RS , is said to be smooth if ‚=� W S ! xCn is smooth in the sense of
Definition 3.8.

Definition 3.10 Given a smooth function (in the sense of Definition 3.8) f 2Fm;I.S/[

GI.S/, we denote by df the 1–form of type .1; 0/ given by

df jRS
D @.f jRS

/ and df j˛\U D .f ı˛/
0.x/dzj˛\U
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for any component ˛ of CS , where .U; z D x C {y/ is any conformal chart on N
satisfying that z.˛\U / � R� fy D 0g (the existence of such a conformal chart is
guaranteed by the analyticity of ˛ ). Notice that df is well defined and smooth in the
sense of Definition 3.9. Furthermore, df j˛.t/D .f ı˛/

0.t/ dt for any component ˛
of CS , where t is any smooth parameter along ˛ .

If f 2 Fm;I.S/ is a smooth function, then df belongs to �m;I.S/ (to �h;I.S/ if
f 2 Fh;I.S/).

A smooth 1–form � 2 �m;I.S/ is said to be exact if � D df for some smooth
f 2 Fm;I.S/, or equivalently if

R
 � D 0 for all  2 H1.S;Z/. The exactness of

vectorial 1–forms in �m;I.S/
n , n 2N , is defined in the same way.

3.2 Conformal minimal immersions on I–admissible subsets

Let us begin this subsection by generalizing the notion of conformal minimal immersion
to maps defined on I–admissible sets; see Definition 3.2, and also Definition 2.3, for
notation.

Definition 3.11 A map X W S!R3 is said to be a generalized nonorientable minimal
immersion if the I–invariant map

X WDX ı�jS W S !R3

(see Definition 2.4) satisfies the following properties:

� X jRS
2MI.RS / (see Definition 2.6).

� X is smooth in the sense of Definition 3.8 (observe that X is harmonic on an
open neighborhood of RS since X jRS

2MI.RS /).

� X jCS
is regular, ie X j˛ is a regular curve for all ˛ � CS .

In this case, we also say that X is an I–invariant generalized minimal immersion, and
write X 2Mg;I.S/.

Notice that X jS 2Mg;I.S/ for all X 2MI.S/.

Let X 2Mg;I.S/, and let $ be a smooth 3–dimensional real 1–form on CS . This
means that $ D .$j /jD1;2;3 , where $j is a real smooth 1–form on CS , j D 1; 2; 3.
For any ˛ � CS we write $ j˛ D$.˛.s// ds , where s is the arc-length parameter of
X ı˛ . By definition, $ is said to be a mark along CS with respect to X if for any
arc ˛ � CS the following conditions hold:
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� $.˛.s//2R3 is a smooth unitary vector field along ˛ orthogonal to .X ı˛/0.s/.

� $ extends smoothly to any open analytical arc ˇ in N containing ˛ .

� $.ˇ.s// is unitary, orthogonal to .X ıˇ/0.s/, and tangent to X.RS / at ˇ.s/ for
any ˇ.s/ 2 ˇ\RS , where as above s is the arc-length parameter of .X ıˇ/.s/.

Let nW RS!S2 denote the Gauss map of the (oriented) conformal minimal immersion
X jRS

. The mark $ is said to be orientable with respect to X if the orientations at the
two endpoints of each arc in CS agree, that is to say, if there exists ı 2 f�1; 1g such
that for any regular embedded curve ˛ � S and arc-length parametrization .X ı˛/.s/
of X ı˛ ,

.X ı˛/0.s0/�$.˛.s0//D ın.˛.s0// for all s0 2 ˛
�1.CS \RS /:

Orientable marks along CS with respect to X always exist since N is orientable.
An orientable mark $ with respect to X is said to be positively oriented if ı D 1.
Obviously, if $ is orientable with respect to X then either $ or �$ is positively
oriented.

In the sequel we will only consider orientable marks.

If $ is a positively oriented mark along CS with respect to X , we denote by n$ W S!

S2 � R3 the map given by n$ jRS
D n and .n$ ı ˛/.s/ WD .X ı ˛/0.s/�$.˛.s//,

where ˛ is any component of CS and s is any arc-length parameter of X ı ˛ . By
definition, n$ is said to be the (generalized) Gauss map of X associated to the
orientable mark $ .

Definition 3.12 We denote by M�g;I.S/ the space of marked immersions X$ WD

.X;$/, where X 2Mg;I.S/ and $ is a positively oriented mark along CS with
respect to X satisfying the following properties:

� I�.$/D�$ , or equivalently,

(11) n$ ı ID�n$ :

� If stW S2 ! xC is the stereographic projection, the function st ın$ W S ! xC ,
which is holomorphic on an open neighborhood of RS , is smooth in the sense
of Definition 3.8.

Remark 3.13 Marked minimal immersions play the role of I–invariant conformal
minimal immersions of I–admissible subsets into R3 . They will be the natural initial
conditions for the Mergelyan approximation theorem in Section 5.
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Let X$ 2M�g;I.S/, and let @X$ D .y�j /jD1;2;3 be the complex vectorial 1–form of
type .1; 0/ on S determined by

@X$ jRS
D @.X jRS

/; @X$ .˛
0.s//D dX.˛0.s//C {$.˛.s//;

where ˛ is a component of CS and s is an arc-length parameter of X ı˛ . If .U; z D
xC {y/ is a conformal chart on N such that ˛\U D z�1.R\ z.U //, it is clear that
.@X$ /j˛\U D ŒdX.˛0.s//C {$.˛.s//�s0.x/dzj˛\U , hence @X$ 2�h;I.S/

3 .

Furthermore, the smooth function yg WD st ın$ W S ! xC (see Definition 3.12) satisfies

yg D
y�3

y�1� { y�2

(see [31]) and formally meets (8); hence yg 2 GI.S/ provided that yg�1.f0;1g/ �

RS n bRS .

Obviously, y�j is smooth on S , j D1; 2; 3, and the same occurs for yg (see Definition 3.8
and Definition 3.9). In addition, @X$ formally satisfies (3), (4), (5), and Re y�j is an
exact real 1–form on S , j D 1; 2; 3; hence we also have

X.P /DX.Q/CRe
Z P

Q

.y�j /jD1;2;3; P;Q 2 S:

For these reasons, .yg; y�3/ will be said to be the generalized Weierstrass data of X$ .
Since @X$ and yg formally satisfy (4) and (8), one can introduce the generalized
complex Gauss map yGW S !RP2 of X associated to $ ; see Definition 2.8.

Notice that X jRS
2MI.RS /, hence .�j /jD1;2;3 WD .y�j jRS

/jD1;2;3 and g WD ygjRS

are obviously the Weierstrass data and the complex Gauss map of X jRS
, respectively.

The space M�g;I.S/ is naturally endowed with the following C1 topology.

Definition 3.14 Given X$ , Y� 2M�g;I.S/, we set

kX$ �Y�k1;S WD kX �Y k0;S Ck@X$ � @Y�k0;S I

see (10). Given F 2MI.S/, we denote by $F the conormal mark of F along CS ,
that is, the only positively oriented mark along CS with respect to F satisfying
.n ı˛/.s/ WD .F ı˛/0.s/�$F .˛.s//, where nW S ! S2 is the Gauss map of F , ˛ is
any component of CS , and s is the arc-length parameter of F ı ˛ . Notice that $F

satisfies (11) and @F jS D @F$F
, where F$F

WD .F jS ;$F / 2M�g;I.S/.

Given F , G 2MI.S/, we set

kF �X$k1;S WD kF$F
�X$k1;S and kF �Gk1;S WD kF$F

�G$G
k1;S :
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Definition 3.15 We shall say that X$ 2M�g;I.S/ can be approximated in the C1

topology on S by I–invariant conformal minimal immersions in MI.W / if for any
� > 0 there exists Y 2MI.W / such that kY �X$k1;S < � .

If X$ 2M�g;I.S/, then the group homomorphism

pX$ W H1.S;Z/!R3; pX$ . /D Im
Z


@X$ ;

is said to be the generalized flux map of X$ . Notice that pX$ satisfies (9). Obviously,
pX$Y

D pY jH1.S;Z/ provided that X D Y jS for some Y 2MI.S/.

4 Approximation results

Throughout this section, S �N will denote an I–admissible subset, and W a relatively
compact I–invariant open subset of N containing S .

In this section we state and prove several preliminary approximation results that will be
key in the proof of the main theorem, in Section 5. In particular, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.6
deal with functions in Fm;I.S/ and GI.S/, respectively. We begin with the following:

Lemma 4.1 For any f 2 Fm;I.S/ and integral (or effective) divisor D 2 DivI.S/

with supp.D/� Sı , there exists ffngn2N � Fm;I.W / such that fnjS �f 2 Fh;I.S/

and .fnjS �f /�D for all n 2N , and fkfnjS �f k0;Sgn2N ! 0.

Proof By classical approximation results (see [6, Theorem 4.1] for details), there exists
a sequence of meromorphic functions fhnW W ! xCgn2N such that hnjS �f W S !C
is continuous on S and holomorphic in a neighborhood of RS , .hnjS �f /�D for all
n 2N (see Definition 3.4), and fkhnjS �f k0;Sgn2N! 0. Since f ıID xf and D is
I–invariant, the sequence fhn ı IW W !Cgn2N meets the same properties. Therefore,
it suffices to set fn WD

1
2
.hnC hn ı I/ for all n 2N .

Let us prove the following deeper approximation result for functions in Fm;I.S/:

Lemma 4.2 Let f 2 Fm;I.S/ vanishing nowhere on S nSı D .bRS /[CS , and let
D 2DivI.S/ an integral divisor with supp.D/� Sı .

Then there exists ffngn2N�Fm;I.W / satisfying fnjS�f 2Fh;I.S/, supp..fn//�Sı ,
.fn/D .f /, .fnjS�f /�D for all n2N , and fkfnjS�f k0;Sgn2N!0. In particular,
fn is holomorphic and does not vanish anywhere on W nSı for all n 2N .
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Proof Since the space of smooth functions (in the sense of Definition 3.8) is dense in
Fm;I.S/ under the C0 topology, we can assume that f is smooth. Furthermore, since
the same argument applies separately to each connected component, we may assume
that W is a domain.

Let us begin the proof with the following reduction:

Claim 4.3 It suffices to prove the lemma for nowhere-vanishing functions in Fh;I.S/.

Proof Assume that the lemma holds for nowhere-vanishing functions in Fh;I.S/.

Take any f 2 Fm;I.S/ and D 2 DivI.S/ as in the statement of the lemma, and
write .f /DD1I.D1/, where supp.D1/\ supp.I.D1//D∅. Since W is relatively
compact in the open Riemann surface N , the Riemann–Roch theorem furnishes a
meromorphic function h0 on N with .h0j SW /DD1 . The function F WDf=.h0.h0 ı I//

lies in Fh;I.S/ and does not vanish anywhere on S . By our assumption, there exists
a sequence of nowhere vanishing functions fFngn2N in Fh;I.W / approximating F

on S and satisfying .F�Fn/�D2 , where D2 2DivI.S/ is any given integral divisor
with supp.D2/� Sı and D2 �DD�1

1
I.D1/

�1 .

If we choose fn WDFnh0.h0 ı I/2Fm;I.W /, then fnjS�f 2Fh;I.S/, .fnjS�f /�D

and .fn/D .f / for all n 2N , and ffngn2N approximates f on S .

In the sequel we will assume that f 2 Fh;I.S/ and has no zeros.

By the isomorphism (2), there exists � 2�h;I.W / such thatZ


df=f D

Z


� for all  2H1.S;Z/;(12)

1

2�{

Z


� 2 Z for all  2H1.W;Z/:(13)

Here we have taken into account that f is assumed to be smooth, H1.S;Z/ is a natural
subgroup of H1.W;Z/ (recall that S is Runge in W ) and 1

2�{

R
 df=f 2 Z for all

 2H1.S;Z/.

We need the following:

Claim 4.4 There exist a nowhere vanishing function v 2 Fh;I.W / and a function
u 2 Fh;I.S/ such that d log.v/D � , duD f=df � � jS andf D veu .
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Proof To construct v , fix P0 2W and notice that Re
R I.P0/

P0
� D 0 independently on

the arc connecting P0 and I.P0/. Indeed, take any oriented Jordan arc  �W with
initial point P0 and final point I.P0/, and simply observe thatZ



� D

Z


x� D

Z


I�.�/D

Z
I�. /

� D�

Z


� C 2k�{; k 2 Z:

For the last equality, take into account that  C I�. / 2H1.W;Z/ and (13).

Therefore, the well-defined function

v WD exp
�Z

P0

� �
1

2

Z I.P0/

P0

�

�
lies in Fh;I.W /, and obviously satisfies d log.v/D � .

To construct u, recall that df=f � � jS lies in �h;I.S/ and is exact; see (12). For each
connected component C of S , fix PC 2 C and set ujC WD AC C

R
PC
.f=df � �/,

where the constant AC 2C is chosen so that .f �veujC /.PC /D 0. Since the function
� WD f=.euv/ is locally constant on S (just observe that d log.�/D 0) and �.PC /D 1

for any connected component C of S , we infer that � D 1, that is to say, f D veu

on S .

Since f; vjS 2 Fh;I.S/, we have that u ı I D xuC 2m�{ for some m 2 Z. Up to
replacing u and v for u�m�{ and em�{v , respectively, we get that u 2 Fh;I.S/ and
the functions u and v solve the claim.

Let u 2 Fh;I.S/ and v 2 Fh;I.W / like in the previous claim. By Lemma 4.1, there
exists fhngn2N �Fh;I.W / such that .hn�u/�D for all n, fkhnjS�uk0;Sgn2N! 0.
To conclude, it suffices to set fn WD ehnv for all n.

We now derive the analogous approximation result for 1–forms in �m;I.S/.

Lemma 4.5 Let � 2 �m;I.S/ be nowhere vanishing on S n Sı , and consider an
integral divisor D 2DivI.S/ with supp.D/� Sı .

Then there exists f�ngn2N 2�m;I.W / satisfying that �n�� 2�h;I.S/, .�n��/�D ,
supp..�n// � Sı , .�n/ D .�/ for all n 2 N , and fk�njS � �k0;Sgn2N ! 0. In
particular, �n is holomorphic and does not vanish anywhere on W nSı for all n 2N .

Proof Let � 2 �h;I.W / having no zeros (see Proposition 3.5). Set f WD �=� 2

Fm;I.S/, and notice that .f / D .�/; in particular f has no zeros on S n Sı . By
Lemma 4.2, there exists ffngn2N in Fm;I.W / such that fkfnjS � f k0;Sgn2N ! 0

and .fn/D .f / and .fn�f /�D on W for all n 2N . It suffices to set �n WD fn� 2

�m;I.W / for all n 2N .
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We finish this section by proving a similar approximation result for functions in GI.S/.

Lemma 4.6 Let g 2 GI.S/ be nowhere vanishing on S nSı , and let D 2DivI.S/

be an integral divisor with supp.D/� Sı .

Then there exists fgngn2N � GI.W / satisfying that gn � g is holomorphic on RS ,
.gn�g/�D , supp..gn//�Sı , .gn/D.g/ for all n2N , and fkgnjS�gk0;Sgn2N!0.
In particular, gn is holomorphic and does not vanish anywhere on W nSı for all n2N .

Proof Since smooth functions are dense in Gm;I.S/ with respect to the C0 topology,
we can suppose without loss of generality that g is smooth. Furthermore, since the
same argument applies separately to each connected component, we may assume W is
a domain.

Claim 4.7 It suffices to prove the lemma for nowhere-vanishing functions in GI.S/.

Proof Assume that .g/¤ 1. Then, consider a nonconstant meromorphic function h

on N satisfying hıID1=xh and .hj SW /D .g/. To construct h, write .g/DD1I.D1/
�1 ,

where D1 is an integral divisor and supp.D1/\ supp.I.D1//D∅. Since N n SW is
open, the Riemann–Roch theorem provides a meromorphic function H on N with
.H j SW /DD1 . Setting hDH=H ı I we are done.

The function f D g=hW S ! xC lies in GI.S/ and is nowhere vanishing. By our
assumption, there exists a sequence of nowhere vanishing functions ffngn2N in GI.W /

approximating f on S , and satisfying that fnjS � f is holomorphic on RS and
.fn�f /�D.g/�1 for all n.

Choosing gn WD fnh 2 Gm;I.W /, one has that gnjS � g is holomorphic on RS ,
.gnjS �g/�D and .gn/D .g/ for all n2N , and fgngn2N approximates g on S .

In the sequel we will suppose that g is nowhere vanishing.

Notice that {dg=g 2�h;I.W /. Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, there exists a
holomorphic 1–form � 2�h;I.W / such thatZ



{dg=g D

Z


� for all  2H1.S;Z/;(14)

1

2�

Z


� 2 Z for all  2H1.W;Z/:(15)

We need the following:

Claim 4.8 There exist a nowhere vanishing holomorphic v 2 GI.W / and a function
u 2 Fh;I.S/ such that d log.v/D�{� , duD {dg=g� � jS and g D ve�{u .
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Proof To construct v , fix P0 2 W and reasoning as in Claim 4.4 observe that
1
�

Re
R I.P0/

P0
� 2 Z independently on the arc connecting P0 and I.P0/. The function

v WD exp
�
�{

Z
P0

� C
{

2

Z I.P0/

P0

�

�
is well defined (see (15)), nowhere vanishing and satisfies d log.v/D�{� . Further,

(16) v.v ı I/D˙1 depending on whether 1

�
Re
Z I.P0/

P0

� is even or odd.

To construct u we proceed as in Claim 4.4. Take into account that {dg=g � � jS
lies in �h;I.S/ and is exact; see (14). For each connected component C of S , fix
PC 2 C and set ujC WD AC C

R
PC
.{dg=g � �/, where AC 2 C is chosen so that

.g�ve�{u/.PC /D 0. Since � WD g=.ve�{u/ is locally constant on S and �.PC /D 1

for any connected component C of S , we infer that � D 1 and g D ve�{u on S .

The facts g 2 GI.S/ and (16) imply that u ıID xuCm� for some m 2Z. Since I is
an involution, we infer that mD 0, u 2 Fh;I.S/, and v.v ı I/D�1; see (16).

The functions u and v solve the claim.

By Lemma 4.1, there exists a sequence fhngn2N � Fh;I.W / such that fkhnjS �

uk0;Sgn2N! 0 and .hn�u/0 �D for all n2N . The sequence of nowhere vanishing
functions fgn WD e�{hnvgn2N � Gh;I.W / proves the lemma.

5 Runge–Mergelyan theorem for nonorientable minimal
surfaces

In this section we prove the main result of the paper (Theorem 5.6). Most of the technical
computations are contained in Lemma 5.1; Theorem 5.6 will follow by a recursive
application of it. In particular, Lemma 5.1 deals with the problem of controlling the
periods in the approximation procedure.

Lemma 5.1 Let S � N be an I–admissible subset, let W be a relatively compact
I–invariant domain in N with finite topology, containing S and let ˆD .�j /jD1;2;3 be
a smooth triple in �h;I.S/

3 such that
P3

jD1�
2
j D 0 and

P3
jD1j�j j

2 does not vanish
anywhere on S .

Then ˆ can be approximated in the C0 topology on S by a sequence

fˆn D .�j ;n/jD1;2;3gn2N ��h;I.W /3

meeting the following requirements:
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(i) �3;n is nowhere vanishing on W nRS . Furthermore, .�3;njE/ D .�3jE/ 2

Div.E/ for any connected component E of RS such that �3 does not vanish
everywhere on E .

(ii)
P3

jD1 �
2
j ;n D 0 and

P3
jD1 j�j ;nj

2 does not vanishes anywhere on W .

(iii) ˆn�ˆ is exact on S for all n 2N .

Proof We use the notation

g D
�3

�1� {�2

;

and recall that g ı I D �1=xg ; see Section 3.2. This implies in particular that gjRS

is not constant, but it could be locally constant. We rule out this possibility in the
following claim.

Claim 5.2 Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that gjE is not constant for
any connected component E of RS .

Proof Assume that the lemma holds when g is nonconstant on every connected
component of RS , and let us show that it also holds in the general case.

We discuss first the following particular case.

Case 1 Assume g does not vanish identically on any connected component of RS .

Let E be a connected component of RS such that gjE is constant. By our assumption,
we have that

(17) gjE ¤ 0;1 and �3jE is nowhere vanishing.

Since g ıID�1=xg , E\I.E/D∅. Label E1; I.E1/; : : : ;Ek ; I.Ek/ the family of
connected components E of RS such that gjE is constant.

We use the notation ƒ1 D
Sk

jD1 Ej and by ƒ2 DRS n .ƒ1[ I.ƒ1//. Let B1 be a
homology basis of H1.ƒ1;Z/ and denote by �1 2N the number of elements in B1 .
Denote by O.ƒ1/ the space of holomorphic functions ƒ1!C .

For each h 2O.ƒ1/, consider the holomorphic function and 1–form on ƒ1 given by

(18) g.h/ WD .gC h/ and �3.h/ WD
gC h

g
�3:

Let PW O.ƒ1/!C2�1 be the period map given by

P.h/D
�Z

c

.g.h/�3.h/�g�3; �3.h/��3/

�
c2B1

:
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Notice that P.�h/D 0 for any �2C and any h2O.ƒ1/ with P.h/D 0. Since O.ƒ1/

has infinite dimension, there exists a nonconstant function h 2 P�1.0/�O.ƒ1/. Let
f�ngn2N �C n f0g be any sequence converging to zero, and define

(19) hn WD �nh 2 P�1.0/ for all n 2N :

Obviously, fhngn2N ! 0 in the C0 topology on ƒ1 ; hence without loss of generality
we can assume that

(20) g.hn/ and �3.hn/ are nowhere vanishing on ƒ1 for all n.

Choose smooth gn 2 GI.S/ and �3;n 2�h;I.S/ such that

gnjƒ1
D g.hn/; gnjƒ2

D g; �3;njƒ1
D �3.hn/; �3;njƒ2

D �3;

and f‰ngn2N � �h;I.S/ converges to ˆ in the C0 topology on S , where ‰n are
the Weierstrass data associated to .gn; �3;n/ via (7). Notice that .�3;n/ D .�3/ for
all n; see (17) and (20). Observe that (18) and (19) imply that ‰n �ˆ is exact on
RS D ƒ1 [ I.ƒ1/ [ ƒ2 . Furthermore, up to a slight smooth deformation of gn

and �3;n over CS , we can also assume that ‰n�ˆ is exact on S for all n 2N .

By our assumptions, the lemma holds for the triple ‰n , for all n 2N . To finish, use a
standard diagonal argument.

Case 2 Assume that g vanishes everywhere on some connected components of RS .

Call ƒ0 ¤∅ the union of those connected components of RS on which g is identi-
cally 0 or 1, and notice that �3jƒ0

vanishes everywhere and ˆjƒ0
is exact. Take a

sequence fAngn2N �O.3;R/ converging to the identity matrix such that the third coor-
dinate of .ˆjƒ0

/ �An vanishes everywhere on no connected component of ƒ0 . Choose
a smooth ‚n 2 �h;I.S/

3 such that ‚njƒ0
WD .ˆjƒ0

/ �An , ‚njRSnƒ0
WD ˆjRSnƒ0

,
‚n � ˆ is exact on S and f‚ngn2N ! ˆ in the C0 topology on S . Since the
third coordinate of ‚n vanishes everywhere on no connected component of RS , the
conclusion of Lemma 5.1 holds for each ‚n ; take into account Case 1. By a diagonal
argument, it also holds for ˆ and we are done.

This proves the claim.

From now on, we assume that g is nonconstant on every connected component of RS .
Let us check the following:

Claim 5.3 Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that �j and d.�i=�j / are
nowhere vanishing on .bRS /[CS , for all i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, i ¤ j . In particular, g does
not vanish anywhere on CS ; hence g 2 GI.S/.
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Proof Let M1 � M2 � � � � be a sequence of I–invariant compact regions in W

such that M ı
n is a tubular neighborhood of RS in W for all n 2 N , Mn �M ı

n�1

for all n 2 N ,
T

n2NMn D RS , ˆ holomorphically extends to M1 ,
P3

jD1j�j j
2 is

nowhere vanishing on M1 , and �j and d.�i=�j / are nowhere vanishing on bMn , for
all i; j 2f1; 2; 3g, i ¤ j , n2N (recall that g is constant over no connected component
of RS by Claim 5.2). In addition, choose Mn so that Sn WDMn [ CS � W is an
I–admissible set in N and  nM ı

n is a nonempty Jordan arc, for any component 
of CS . Observe that CSn

D CS nM ı
n , for all n 2N .

Let .hn;  3;n/ 2 GI.Sn/ � �h;I.Sn/ be any smooth couple meeting the following
requirements:

� .hn;  3;n/jRSn
D .g; �3/jRSn

and
P3

jD1 j j ;nj
2 does not vanish anywhere on

Sn , where ‰n D . j ;n/jD1;2;3 2�h;I.Sn/
3 are the Weierstrass data associated

to .hn;  3;n/ via (7).

�  j ;n and d. i;n= j ;n/ are nowhere vanishing on .bRSn
/[CSn

for all i; j 2

f1; 2; 3g, i ¤ j .

� ‰njS �ˆ is exact on S .

� The sequence f‰njSgn2N ��h;I.S/
3 converges to ˆ in the C0 topology on S .

The existence of such sequence follows from similar arguments as those in Claim 5.2;
just use classical approximation results by smooth functions to suitably extend the pair
.g; �3/jRSn

to CSn
.

If we assume that the lemma holds for the triple ‰n and the I–admissible set Sn , for
all n 2 N , then, using again a standard diagonal argument, we conclude that it also
holds for the triple ˆ.

From now on, we assume that �j and d.�i=�j / vanish nowhere on .bRS /[CS for
all i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, i ¤ j .

Let WS �W be a domain of finite topology such that S �WS and i�W H1.S;Z/!
H1.WS ;Z/ is an isomorphism, where as usual i W S ! WS denotes the inclusion
map. Denote by � D 2�0C 1, �0 2N , the number of generators of H1.S;Z/ of S .
Take an I–basis BS D fc0; c1; : : : ; c�0

; d1; : : : ; d�0
g of the homology group with real

coefficients H1.S;R/
i�
�H1.WS ;R/; see Definition 2.5.

Recall that

(21) I�.cj /D�cj and I�.dj /D dj for all j :
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For any pair of functions .h1; h2/ 2 Fh;I. SW /2 , denote by ˆ.h1; h2/ the Weierstrass
data on S associated to the pair .e{h1g; eh2�3/ by (7); that is,

ˆ.h1; h2/D
�

1

2

�
1

e{h1g
� e{h1g

�
;

{

2

�
1

e{h1g
C e{h1g

�
; 1
�
eh2�3:

Observe that ˆ.h1; h2/ 2�h;I.S/
3 , and so, by (21),

(22)
Z

cj

ˆ.h1; h2/ 2 {R3 and
Z

dj

ˆ.h1; h2/ 2R3 for all j and .h1; h2/.

The same happens in particular to the triple ˆDˆ.0; 0/.

Denote by PW Fh;I. SW /2!R6�0C3 �R3�0C3 �R3�0 the period map given by

(23) P.h1; h2/

D

��
Im
Z

cj

ˆ.h1; h2/�ˆ

�
j2f0;:::;�0g

;

�Z
dj

ˆ.h1; h2/�ˆ

�
j2f1;:::;�0g

�
:

Notice that ˆ.h1; h2/ satisfies items (i) and (ii) in the lemma; if in addition P.h1; h2/D

0, then it also meets item (iii) (take into account (22)). On the other hand, endowing the
real space Fh;I. SW /2 with the maximum norm, one has that the period map P above
is Fréchet differentiable.

The key to the proof of Lemma 5.1 is to show that the Fréchet derivative of P has
maximal rank equal to 6�0C 3 at .0; 0/.

Claim 5.4 The Fréchet derivative AW Fh;I. SW /2!R6�0C3 of P at .0; 0/ has maximal
rank.

Proof We proceed by contradiction. Assume that A.Fh;I. SW /2/ is contained in a
linear subspace

U D
�
.Œ.xcj ;k/kD1;2;3�jD0;:::;�0

; Œ.xdj ;k/kD1;2;3�jD1;:::;�0
/ 2R6�0C3

W

3X
kD1

� �0X
jD0

�cj ;kxcj ;k C

�0X
jD1

�dj ;kxdj ;k

�
D 0

�
�R6�0C3;

where �cj ;k and �dj ;k are real numbers for all j and k , not all of them equal to zero.
Let �k be the element of the homology group with complex coefficients H1.S;C/
given by

(24) �k D�{

�0X
jD0

�cj ;kcj C

�0X
jD1

�dj ;kdj ; k D 1; 2; 3:
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Since A.Fh;I. SW /2/� U ,

�

Z
�1

h�2C

Z
�2

h�1 D 0 for all h 2 Fh;I. SW /,(25) Z
�1

h�1C

Z
�2

h�2C

Z
�3

h�3 D 0 for all h 2 Fh;I. SW /.(26)

Let us show that �1 D 0.

Indeed, reason by contradiction and assume that �1¤0. We use the notation †1Dff 2

Fh;I. SW / W .f /� .�1/
2g. By Claim 5.3, the function df=�1 lies in Fh;I.S/. Therefore,

for any f 2†1 , Lemma 4.1 applies and ensures that df=�1 can be approximated in
the C0 topology on Fh;I.S/ by functions in Fh;I. SW /. As a consequence, equation
(25) can be applied formally to hD df=�1 , implying thatZ

�1

�2

�1
df D 0 for all f 2†1 .

By Claim 5.3 one can integrate by parts in the above equation and obtain that

(27)
Z
�1

fd
�
�2

�1

�
D 0 for all f 2†1 .

Since �1¤0, the isomorphism (2) gives a holomorphic 1–form �2�h;I. SW / such that

(28)
Z
�1

� 2R n f0gI

taking into account (24) and (21).

On the other hand, since W is open and relatively compact in N , there exists
u2Fh;I. SW / such that .�Cdu/0� .�1/

2.d.�2=�1// by an application of the Riemann–
Roch theorem. Set

f0 WD
� C du

d.�2=�1/
2 Fh;I.S/

(see Claim 5.3) and note that .f0/� .�1/
2 . By Lemma 4.1, f0 can be approximated

in the C0 topology on Fh;I.S/ by functions in †1 ; hence equation (27) can be applied
formally to f D f0 , giving that 0D

R
�1
.� C du/D

R
�1
� ; contradicting (28).

Therefore �1 D 0 and equation (25) becomes

(29)
Z
�2

h�1 D 0 for all h 2 Fh;I. SW /:
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Next we show that �2D 0. As above, reasoning by contradiction, we can find a 1–form
� 2�h;I. SW / and a function u 2 Fh;I. SW / such that

(30)
Z
�2

� ¤ 0

and .� C du/0 � .�2/. In this case, we set

hD
� C du

�2

2 Fh;I.S/I

see Claim 5.3. By Lemma 4.1, one can approximate h in the C0 topology on Fh;I.S/ by
functions in Fh;I. SW /; hence (29) formally applies to h giving that 0D

R
�2
.�Cdu/DR

�2
� ; which contradicts (30).

Finally, since �1D�2D 0, (26) becomes
R
�3

h�3D 0 for all h2Fh;I. SW /. The same
argument as that in the previous paragraph gives that �3 D 0 as well.

Since �k D 0 for all k D 1; 2; 3, (24) implies that �cj ;k D 0D �dj ;k for all j and k .
This contradiction finishes the proof.

Let fe1; : : : ; e6�0C3g be a basis of R6�0C3 . For any j 2 f1; : : : ; 6�0 C 3g choose
Hj D .h1;j ; h2;j / 2A�1.ej /� Fh;I. SW /2 , and denote by QW R6�0C3!R6�0C3 the
analytic map given by

Q..xj /jD1;:::;6�0C3/D P
�6�0C3X

jD1

xj Hj

�
;

where P is the period map (23). Claim 5.4 guarantees that the differential of Q at
02R6�0C3 is an isomorphism; hence there exists a closed Euclidean ball U �R6�0C3

centered at the origin, satisfying that QW U !Q.U / is an analytical diffeomorphism.
In particular, 0DQ.0/ lies in the interior of Q.U /.

On the other hand, taking into account Claim 5.3, Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 furnish a
sequence f.�n;  3;n/gn2N � GI. SW /��h;I. SW / such that

.�n/D .g/ and . 3;n/D .�3/ 2DivI.RS / for all n 2N;(31)

f.�n;  3;n/jSgn2N ! .g; �3/ in the C0 topology on S :(32)

For any pair of functions .h1; h2/ 2Fh;I. SW /2 , we denote by ‰n.h1; h2/ 2�h;I. SW /3

the Weierstrass data associated to the pair .e{h1�n; e
h2 3;n/ by (7); that is to say,

‰n.h1; h2/D
�

1

2

�
1

e{h1�n

� e{h1�n

�
;

{

2

�
1

e{h1�n

C e{h1�n

�
; 1
�
eh2 3;n:
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By (21), one has that
R

cj
‰n.h1; h2/ 2 {R3 and

R
dj
‰n.h1; h2/ 2 R3 for all j and

.h1; h2/ 2 Fh;I. SW /2 . Denote by PnW Fh;I. SW /2 ! R6�0C3 � R3�0C3 � R3�0 the
period map given by

(33) Pn.h1; h2/

D

��
Im
Z

cj

‰n.h1; h2/�ˆ

�
j2f0;:::;�0g

;

�Z
dj

‰n.h1; h2/�ˆ

�
j2f1;:::;�0g

�
;

and notice that Pn is Fréchet differentiable if we endow the real space Fh;I. SW /2 with
the maximum norm.

Denote by QnW R6�0C3!R6�0C3 the analytic map given by

Qn..xj /jD1;:::;6�0C3/D Pn

�6�0C3X
jD1

xj Hj

�
for all n 2N :

Since fQngn2N !Q uniformly on compact subsets of R6�0C3 , QnW U !Qn.U / is
an analytical diffeomorphism and 0 2Qn.U / for all n� n0 for some n0 2N . Denote
by ynD .yj ;n/jD1;:::;6�0C3 the unique point in U mapped to 0 by Qn , n� n0 . Since
Q.0/D 0,

(34) the sequence fyngn�n0
converges to 0:

Set

gn WD e
P6�0C3

jD1
yj ;nh1;j �n 2 GI. SW / and �3;n WD e

P6�0C3

jD1
yj ;nh2;j 3;n 2�h;I. SW /

for all n � n0 . Denote by ˆn the Weierstrass data on W associated to the pair
.gn; �3;n/ by (7), n � n0 , and let us check that the sequence fˆngn�n0

solves the
lemma. Indeed, fˆngn�n0

converges to ˆ in the C0 topology on S by (32) and (34).
Since Qn.yn/D 0, ˆn�ˆ is exact on S . Finally, conditions Lemma 5.1(i) and (ii)
are ensured by (31).

By a minor modification of the proof of Lemma 5.1, we can obtain the analogous
approximation result for Weierstrass data with a fixed component 1–form. This will be
very useful for applications; see Section 6.

Lemma 5.5 In Lemma 5.1 one can choose �3;n D �3 for all n 2N , provided that �3

extends holomorphically to W , vanishes everywhere on no connected component
of RS , and does not vanish anywhere on CS .
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Proof Reasoning as in the proof of Claim 5.3, it can be assumed without loss of
generality that �j and d.�i=�j / are nowhere vanishing on .bRS /[CS for all i; j 2

f1; 2; 3g, i ¤ j . In this case, we take I–admissible sets Sn as those in the proof of
Claim 5.3, and replace the Weierstrass data .g; �3/ on Sn by suitable .hn; �3/ for all
n 2N .

As in Claim 5.4, one can now check that the Fréchet derivative yA W Fh;I. SW /!R4�0C2

of the period map yPW Fh;I. SW /!R4�0C2�R4�0C2�f0g�R6�0C3 , yP.h/ WDP.h; 0/,
at hD 0 has maximal rank, where P is the map (23). Then fix a basis fe1; : : : ; e4�0C2g

of R4�0C2 , and for any j 2 f1; : : : ; 4�0 C 2g choose a function yHj 2 yA�1.ej / �

Fh;I. SW /. Denote by yQW R4�0C2!R4�0C2 the analytic map yQ..xj /jD1;:::;4�0C2/D
yP.
P

jD1;:::;4�0C2 xj
yHj /.

Write

(35) .�3jW nS /DD1I.D1/;

where supp.D1/ \ supp.I.D1// D ∅. Since W is relatively compact in N , the
Riemann–Roch theorem provides a holomorphic function H1W

SW ! C such that
.H1/DD1 . Set H WDH1=I.H1/, and notice that H is a meromorphic function on SW ,
.H /DD1I.D1/

�1 and H ıID 1= xH . Since g does not vanish anywhere on S nSı ,
g=H 2 GI.S/ does; hence Lemma 4.6 furnishes a sequence f�ngn2N � GI. SW / such
that .�n/D .g/ 2Div.Sı/ for all n 2N and f�njSgn2N ! g=H in the C0 topology
on S . Set �n WD �nH 2 GI.W / and notice that

(36) .�n/D .g/D1I.D1/
�1 for all n 2N

and f�njSgn2N ! g in the C0 topology on S . Observe that (35) and (36) ensure
that three 1–forms of the Weierstrass data associated by (7) to the pair .�n; �3/ are
holomorphic and have no common zeros.

Denote by yPnW Fh;I. SW /!R4�0C2�R4�0C2�f0g�R6�0C3 the period map given by
yPn.h/D Pn.h; 0/, where Pn is the map (33), and denote by yQnW R4�0C2!R4�0C2

the analytical map yQn..xj /jD1;:::;4�0C2/ D yPn.
P4�0C2

jD1
xj
yHj / for all n 2 N . To

conclude the proof, we argue as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.

We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this paper. Theorem 1.1 is a
particular instance of the following.

Theorem 5.6 (Runge–Mergelyan theorem for nonorientable minimal surfaces) Let
S � N be an I–admissible subset (see Definition 3.2), let X$ 2 M�g;I.S/ (see
Definition 3.12) and let pW H1.N ;Z/ ! R3 be a group homomorphism such that
p.I�. // D �p. / for all  2 H1.N ;Z/, and pjH1.S;Z/ is the generalized flux
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map pX$ of X$ . Write X$ D .X D .Xj /jD1;2;3;$/, @X$ D .�j /jD1;2;3 and
pD .pj /jD1;2;3 .

Then the following assertions hold:

(i) X$ can be approximated in the C1 topology on S by I–invariant conformal
minimal immersions Y D .Yj /jD1;2;3W N ! R3 such that pY D p and @Y3

does not vanish anywhere on N nRS . Furthermore, Y can be chosen so that
.@Y3jE/ D .�3jE/ 2 Div.E/ for any connected component E of RS such
that �3 does not vanish everywhere on E .

(ii) If �3 is not identically zero and extends to N as a holomorphic 1–form without
real periods, vanishing nowhere on CS , and satisfying p3. / D Im

R
�3 for

all  2H1.N ;Z/, then X$ can be approximated in the C1 topology on S by
I–invariant conformal minimal immersions Y D .Yj /jD1;2;3W N ! R3 with
flux map pY D p and third coordinate function Y3 DX3 .

Proof We begin with the following assertion.

Claim 5.7 There exists a connected I–admissible subset yS �N such that R yS DRS

and C yS � CS ; ie yS is constructed by adding a finite family of Jordan arcs to S .

Proof If S is connected choose yS D S .

Assume that S is not connected. We distinguish the following two cases. (See
Remark 3.1 and Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 for notation.)

Case 1: S is a connected subset of the nonorientable Riemann surface N In
this situation, any tubular neighborhood of S is an orientable surface. Then take
any Jordan arc  � N in bRS and otherwise disjoint from S such that any tubular
neighborhood of yS W D S [  is nonorientable. Since N n yS has no relatively compact
connected components, yS meets the requirements of the claim.

Case 2: S is not connected Then consider a finite family � of pairwise disjoint
Jordan arcs in N such that

�  has endpoints in bRS and is otherwise disjoint from S for all  2 � ,

� S 0 WD S [� is connected,

� N nS 0 has no relatively compact connected components.

This reduces the proof of the claim to Case 1 applied to S 0 .
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Let yS be as in Claim 5.7. Let us prove assertion (i).

Fix � > 0. Fix P0 2 S and let ˆ0 D .�0;j /jD1;2;3 be any extension of @X$ to yS
such that

(i) �0;j 2�h;I. yS/ and is smooth for all j D 1; 2; 3,

(ii) ˆ0 has no real periods,
P3

jD1�
2
0;j
D 0 and

P3
jD1j�0;j j

2 does not vanish

anywhere on yS ,

(iii) X.P /DX.P0/CRe
R P

P0
ˆ0 for all P 2 S ,

(iv) Im
R
 ˆ0 D p. / for all  2H1. yS ;Z/.

To construct ˆ0 , just define ˆ0 on the arcs C yS nCS in a suitable way. Denote by
F0 2M�g;I.M0/ the marked immersion with generalized Weierstrass data ˆ0 and
F0.P0/DX$ .P0/.

Set M0 WD
yS and M1 a tubular neighborhood of M0 . Let fMngn2N be an exhaustion

of N by Runge connected I–invariant compact regions such that the Euler characteristic
�.M ı

n nMn�1/2 f0;�2g for all n� 2. Existence of such an exhaustion is well known;
one can choose an exhaustion of N by Runge connected compact regions such that the
difference of two consecutive ones has Euler characteristic in f0;�1g, and pull it back
to N by the covering projection. To be more precise, fMngn2N meets the following
topological description:

Remark 5.8 The region Mn is obtained from Mn�1 , n� 2, by one of the following
four procedures:

(i) Mn is a tubular neighborhood of Mn�1 . In this case �.M ı
n nMn�1/D 0.

(ii) Mn is a tubular neighborhood of Mn�1 [  [ I. /, where  is a Jordan arc
in N with endpoints in a connected component c of bMn�1 and otherwise disjoint
from Mn�1 , such that  \ I. / D ∅ and Mn�1 [  [ I. / is an I–admissible
subset in N . In this case, Mn has the same genus as Mn�1 and two more boundary
components; hence �.M ı

n nMn�1/D�2. (See Figure 2.)

(iii) Mn is a tubular neighborhood of Mn�1[ [I. /, where  is a Jordan arc in N
with an endpoint in a connected component c of bMn�1 , the other endpoint in I.c/,
and otherwise disjoint from Mn�1 , such that  \ I. / D ∅ and Mn�1 [  [ I. /

is an I–admissible subset in N . In this case, Mn has the same number of boundary
components as Mn�1 and one more handle; hence �.M ı

n nMn�1/ D �2. (See
Figure 3.)
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Mn
Mn

 I. /

c I.c/

Mn�1 Mn�1

Figure 2: Mn ; procedure 2

Mn�1

c

 I.c/

I. /

Mn Mn�1

Figure 3: Mn ; procedure 3

(iv) Mn is a tubular neighborhood of Mn�1 [  [ I. /, where  is a Jordan arc
in N with an endpoint in a connected component c1 of bMn�1 , the other endpoint in
a connected component c2 ¤ c1 of bMn�1 , and otherwise disjoint from Mn�1 , such
that c2\ I.c1/D∅,  \ I. /D∅ and Mn�1[  [ I. / is an I–admissible subset
in N . In this case, Mn has two less boundary components than Mn�1 and two more
handles; hence �.M ı

n nMn�1/D�2. (See Figure 4.)

c1


c2

Mn�1 Mn Mn�1

I.c1/ I. /
I.c2/

Figure 4: Mn ; procedure 4

Let 0<�<� be specified later and let us construct a sequence fFnD.Fn;j /jD1;2;3gn2N ,
where Fn 2MI.Mn/, such that:

.An/ kFn�Fn�1k1;Mn�1
< �=2nC1 .
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.Bn/ @Fn;3 does not vanish anywhere on Mn nS , .@Fn;3jE/D .�3jE/2DivI.RS /

for any connected component E of RS such that �3 does not vanish every-
where on E .

.Cn/ pFn
D pjH1.Mn;Z/ for all n 2N .

We follow a recursive process. Set F1 WDF0.P0/CRe
R

P0
ˆ1 , where ˆ1 2�h;I.M1/

3

is a triple resulting from an application of Lemma 5.1 to the data

S DM0; W a tubular neighborhood of M1 ; ˆD @F0 Dˆ0;

close enough to @F0 in the C0 topology on M0 to ensure .A1/. Recall that M1 is a
tubular neighborhood of M0 , hence ˆ1 has no real periods and F1 is well-defined.
Properties .B1/ and .C1/ follow from (i)–(iv).

Let n � 2, assume that we have constructed F1; : : : ;Fn�1 , and let us construct Fn .
We distinguish the following two cases:

Case 1 Assume that �.M ı
n nMn�1/D 0. Then M ı

n nMn�1 consists of a finite family
of pairwise disjoint open annuli and H1.Mn;Z/DH1.Mn�1;Z/; see Remark 5.8(1).
Applying Lemma 5.1 to the data

S DMn�1; W a tubular neighborhood of Mn ; ˆD @Fn�1;

one obtains a triple ˆn 2 �h;I.Mn/
3 arbitrarily close to @Fn�1 in the C0 topology

on Mn�1 . If this approximation is close enough, then Fn WD Fn�1.P0/CRe
R

P0
ˆn

clearly satisfies .An/. Further, since Mn is a tubular neighborhood of Mn�1 , ˆn has no
real periods and Fn is well-defined. Properties .Bn/ and .Cn/ follow straightforwardly
from .Bn�1/, .Cn�1/ and Lemma 5.1.

Case 2 Assume that �.M ı
n nMn�1/ D �2. In this case, there exists an analytic

Jordan arc  �M ı
n nM ı

n�1
, attached to bMn�1 at its endpoints and otherwise disjoint

to Mn�1 , such that  \I. /D∅, zS WDMn�1[ [I. / is an I–admissible set in N ,
and �.M ı

n n
zS/ D 0; see Remark 5.8(2–4). Extend Fn�1 to a generalized marked

immersion (in the sense of Definition 3.12) zF 2M�g;I. zS/ such that p zF D pjH1. zS ;Z/ .
Up to approximating zF by a minimal immersion in MI. zMn�1/ via Lemma 5.1,
where zMn�1 �M ı

n is a tubular neighborhood of zS , one can reduce the proof to the
previous case.

This concludes the construction of the sequence fFngn2N .

By properties .An/, n 2N , the sequence fFngn2N converges in the C1 topology on
compact sets of N to an I–invariant conformal harmonic map YD.Yj /jD1;2;3W N!R3

such that kY �X$k1;S < � < � ; take also (iii) into account. From (ii), .Bn/, n 2N ,
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and Hurwitz’s theorem, it follows that @Y3 does not vanish anywhere on N nS and
.@Y3jE/D .�3jE/ 2DivI.RS / for any connected component E of RS such that �3

does not vanish everywhere on E . On the other hand, if � is taken small enough from
the beginning, then Y is a conformal minimal immersion; indeed, it has branch points
neither on S (since @Y is close to @X$ on S ) nor on N n S (since @Y3 does not
vanish anywhere on N nS ). Finally, (iv) and .Cn/, n 2N , give pY D p. This proves
Theorem 5.6(i).

In order to prove Theorem 5.6(ii) we reason analogously but use Lemma 5.5 instead of
Lemma 5.1.

Notice that Theorem 5.6 is a general existence result for nonorientable minimal surfaces
in R3 with arbitrary conformal structure. In fact, in the next section we construct such
surfaces with additional geometrical properties; see Theorems 6.6 and 6.8.

6 Applications

We conclude the paper with some applications of the results in the previous section.
In Section 6.1 we will derive approximation theorems of Runge–Mergelyan type for
other objects than nonorientable minimal surfaces; see Corollary 6.1 and Theorem 6.3.
In Section 6.2 we will prove an existence theorem of Gunning–Narasimhan type on
nonorientable Riemann surfaces (see Theorem 6.4). Finally, in Sections 6.3 and 6.4
we show general existence results of nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 with given
underlying conformal structure and additional topological or geometric properties.

6.1 Some Runge–Mergelyan-type results

We say a holomorphic immersion .Fj /jD1;2;3W N!C3 is a null curve if
P3

jD1.dFj /
2

vanishes everywhere on the open Riemann surface N . Minimal surfaces in R3 are
locally the real part of null curves in C3 . (See [31] for a good reference.)

We can now derive the analogous result to Theorem 5.6 for I–symmetric null curves.

Corollary 6.1 (Runge–Mergelyan theorem for I–symmetric null curves in C3 ) Let
S �N be an I–admissible subset and let F D .Fj /jD1;2;3W S!C3 be a smooth func-
tion in Fh;I.S/

3 such that
P3

jD1.dFj /
2 vanishes everywhere on S and

P3
jD1jdFj j

2

does not vanish anywhere on S .

The following assertions hold:
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� F can be uniformly approximated in the C1 topology on S by null curves H D

.Hj /jD1;2;3W N ! C3 in Fh;I.N /3 such that dH3 does not vanish anywhere
on N nRS . Furthermore, H can be chosen so that .dH3jE/ D .dF3jE/ 2

Div.E/ for any connected component E of RS such that dF3 does not vanish
everywhere on E .

� If F3 is nonconstant and extends to N as a holomorphic function whose differ-
ential does not vanish anywhere on CS , then F can be approximated in the C1

topology on S by null curves H D .Hj /jD1;2;3W N !C3 in Fh;I.N /3 , where
H3 D F3 .

Proof Up to suitably extending F to a connected I–admissible subset of N contain-
ing S (see Claim 5.7), we assume without loss of generality that S is connected.

By Theorem 5.6, there exists a sequence fYn D .Yn;j /jD1;2;3gn2N �MI.N / with
pYn
D 0 for all n, approximating X$ � .X;$/D .Re F; Im dF / in the C1 topology

on S , and whose third coordinates Yn;3 , n 2 N , satisfy the required properties. If
we fix P0 2 S , the sequence of null curves fF.P0/C

R
P0
@Yngn2N on N proves the

corollary.

We next point out that Theorem 5.6 is also valid for marked harmonic functions in the
following sense:

Definition 6.2 Let S � N be an I–admissible subset. By a marked I–invariant
harmonic function on S we mean a pair h� � .h; �/, where hW S ! R3 is an I–
invariant function, harmonic on an open neighborhood of RS , and smooth in the sense
of Definition 3.8, and � 2 �h;I.S/ is a 1–form such that � jRS

equals the complex
derivative @.hjRS

/ of hjRS
, � has no real periods, and hD Re

R P
� .

If h� is a marked I–invariant harmonic function we set @h� WD � . Analogously to
Definition 3.15, the space of marked I–invariant harmonic functions on S is endowed
with a natural C1 topology.

If � 2�h;I.S/,  2H.S;Z/, and I�. /D , then
R
 � 2R. Likewise, if I�. /D�

then
R
 � 2 {R. In particular, � has no real periods if and only if

R
 � D 0 for

all  2 H.S;Z/ with I�. / D  , and in this case
R
I�. /

� D �
R
 � 2 {R for all

 2H.S;Z/.

Theorem 6.3 (Runge–Mergelyan theorem for harmonic functions of nonorientable
Riemann surfaces) Let S � N be an I–admissible subset. Let h� be a marked I–
invariant harmonic function on S . Let pW H1.N ;Z/!R be a group homomorphism
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such that p.I�. // D �p. / for all  2 H1.N ;Z/, and p. / D Im
R
 @h� for all

 2H1.S;Z/.

Then h� can be approximated in the C1 topology on S by I–invariant harmonic func-
tions yh on N , such that @yh does not vanish anywhere on N nRS and p. /D Im

R
 @
yh

for all  2 H1.N ;Z/. Furthermore, yh can be chosen so that .@yhjE/ D .@h� jE/ 2
DivI.E/ for any connected component E of RS such that hjE is nonconstant.

Proof We assume without loss of generality that @h� does not vanish anywhere
on CS (see Claim 5.3) and that S is connected (see Claim 5.7 and the proof of
Theorem 5.6). We use the notation �3 D @h� 2 �h;I.S/. Let U � N be an I–
invariant relatively compact domain with finite topology, containing S . Reasoning as
in the proof of Lemma 4.6, the Riemann–Roch theorem gives g0 2 GI.U / such that
.�3jRS

/D .g0/0.g0/1 . Then one can easily extend g0jRS
to a function g 2 GI.S/

such that the triple ˆD .�j /jD1;2;3 , obtained from the pair .g; �3/ via (7), satisfies
the requirements in Lemma 5.1.

Let M0 WDS and let fMngn2N be an exhaustion of N by Runge connected I–invariant
compact regions such that the Euler characteristic �.M ı

n nMn�1/ 2 f0;�2g for all
n 2N ; see Remark 5.8.

Let � > 0. Fix � > 0 to be specified later. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.6,
a recursive application of Lemma 5.1 gives a sequence f‰n D . n;j /jD1;2;3gn2N �

�h;I.Mn/
3 such that  n;3 does not vanish anywhere on Mn nRS ,

R
 n;3 D {p. /

for all  2H1.Mn;Z/, and f‰ngn2N converges in the C0 topology on compact sets
of N to a triple ‰ D . j /jD1;2;3 2�h;I.N /3 with

(37) k‰�ˆk0;M0
< �:

Therefore  3 does not vanish anywhere on N n RS (by Hurwitz’s theorem) andR
 3 D {p. / for all  2 H1.N ;Z/. Furthermore,  n;3 can be chosen so that
. n;3jE/D .�3jE/ 2DivI.E/ for any connected component E of RS such that �3

does not vanish everywhere on E , n 2 N . Therefore, Hurwitz’s theorem gives that
. 3jE/D .�3jE/ 2DivI.E/ as well for any such E .

By (37), the I–invariant harmonic function yh WD h.P0/CRe
R

P0
 3 , where P0 2 S ,

satisfies kyh� h�k1;S < � if � is chosen small enough. This proves the theorem.

6.2 An application to Riemann surface theory

Gunning and Narasimhan [18] showed that every open Riemann surface carries exact
nowhere vanishing holomorphic 1–forms. This result was extended to the existence
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of holomorphic 1–forms with prescribed periods and divisor by Kusunoki and Sain-
ouchi [21]. Let us show the analogous result for nonorientable Riemann surfaces.

Theorem 6.4 Let D0 be an integral divisor on N , possibly with countably infinite sup-
port, such that supp.D0/\supp.I.D0//D∅ and supp.D0/\K is finite for any compact
K � N . Call D DD0 [ I.D0/. Let pW H1.N ;Z/! C3 be a group homomorphism
such that p.I�. //D p. / for all  2H1.N ;Z/.

Then there exists # 2 �h;I.N / such that .#/ D D and
R
 # D p. / for all  2

H1.N ;Z/.

Proof Let M0 � N be a connected I–admissible set such that RM0
D U [ I.U /,

where U is a closed disc in N and U \ I.U /D∅, and supp.D/\ .M0 nM ı
0
/D∅.

Denote by D0 the restriction of D to M0 (that is, the unique integer divisor in M0

such that supp.D=D0/\M0D∅), and recall that supp.D0/ consists of finitely many
points. Take �0;3 2 �h;I.RM0

/ vanishing everywhere on no connected component
of RM0

and with .�0;3/DD0 . As in the proof of Theorem 5.6, one can extend �0;3

to a smooth 1–form  0 2�h;I.M0/ vanishing nowhere on M0 nM ı
0

and satisfying
that

R
  0 D p. / for all  2H1.M0;Z/.

Let fMngn2N be an exhaustion of N by Runge connected I–invariant compact regions
such that the Euler characteristic �.M ı

n nMn�1/ 2 f0;�2g and supp.D/\ bMn D∅
for all n 2N ; see Remark 5.8. Denote by Dn the restriction of D to Mn , and recall
that supp.Dn/ consists of finitely many points, n 2N .

Assume that �.M ı
1
nM0/D 0. Let N0 �M ı

1
nM0 be a Runge I–invariant compact

region containing supp.D1/nsupp.D0/, and consisting of a finite collection of pairwise
disjoint closed discs. Notice that M0[N0 is I–admissible. Take �1;32�h;I.M0[N0/

vanishing everywhere on no connected component of RM0
[N0 , and satisfying that

�1;3jM0
D 0 , .�1;3/DD1 , and

R
 �1;3D p. / for all  2H1.M1;Z/DH1.M0;Z/.

As in the proof of Theorem 6.3, one can easily find a triple ˆ1 D .�1;j /jD1;2;3 2

�h;I.M0 [N0/
3 meeting the requirements of Lemma 5.1. Therefore, this lemma

furnishes ‰1D . 1;j /jD1;2;32�h;I.M1/
3 as close as desired to ˆ1 in the C0 topology

on M0 [N0 , satisfying that ‰1 �ˆ1 is exact on M0 [N0 and . 1;3/ D .�1;3/.
Call  1 WD  1;3 2 �h;I.M1/ and notice that . 1/ D D1 ,

R
  1 D p. / for all

 2H1.M1;Z/, and  1 is as close as desired to  0 in the C0 topology on M0 .

Assume that, on the contrary, �.M ı
1
nM0/ D �2. Then take a Jordan arc ˛ in

M ı
1
n .M ı

0
[ supp.D//, with endpoints in RM0

and otherwise disjoint from M0 , such
that S WDM0[˛[I.˛/ is I–admissible and �.M ı

1
nS/D 0; see Remark 5.8. Extend

(with the same name) �3;0 to a smooth 1–form �3;0 2 �h;I.S/ vanishing nowhere
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on ˛ and satisfying that
R
 �3;0 D p. / for all  2 H1.M1;Z/ D H1.S;Z/. Then,

one can follow the argument in the above paragraph, replacing M0 by S , and obtain
as above  1 2�h;I.M1/ as close as desired to  0 in the C0 topology on M0 , with
. 1/DD1 and

R
  1 D p. / for all  2H1.M1;Z/.

Repeating this argument inductively, one constructs a sequence f ngn2N ��h;I.Mn/

such that  n is as close as desired to  n�1 in the C0 topology on Mn�1 for all n> 1,
. n/ D Dn and

R
  n D p. / for all  2 H1.Mn;Z/ for all n 2 N . Furthermore,

one can assume that f ngn2N converges uniformly on compact subsets of N to a
holomorphic 1–form # 2 �h;I.N /. Since  0 is not identically zero and # can be
constructed as close as desired to  0 on M0 , # may be assumed to be nonidentically
zero as well. Obviously

R
 # D p. / for all  2 H1.N ;Z/. By Hurwitz’s theorem,

.#/DD and we are done.

Theorem 6.4 is of particular interest in the special case of the trivial divisor and zero
periods. We can prove the following Gunning–Narasimhan-type result.

Corollary 6.5 Every open Riemann surface N carrying an antiholomorphic involution
IW N!N without fixed points admits an I–invariant holomorphic function f W N!C
with no critical points.

Proof Let # 2�h;I.N / be given by Theorem 6.4 applied to DD∅ and p identically
zero. Choose P02N . The function f W N!C , f .P /D

R P
P0
# , satisfies the conclusion

of the corollary.

6.3 Nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 properly projecting into R2

In this subsection we show that any open Riemann surface N endowed with an antiholo-
morphic involution IW N !N without fixed points, is furnished with an I–invariant
conformal minimal immersion N ! R3 whose image surface is a nonorientable
minimal surface properly projecting into a plane, contained in a wedge in R3 of any
given angle greater than � . Furthermore, the flux map of such surface can be prescribed
under the compatibility condition (9). This existence theorem links with a classical
question by Schoen and Yau [33, page 18]; see [6; 10] for a good setting on this
problem.

Theorem 6.6 Let pW H1.N ;Z/!R3 be a group homomorphism satisfying

p.I�. //D�p. / for all  2H1.N ;Z/;

and let � be a real number in .0; �=2/.
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Let M �N be a Runge I–invariant compact region, and consider Y 2MI.M / with
flux map pY D pjH1.M;Z/ , satisfying

.x3C tan.�/jx1j/ ıY > 1 everywhere on M .

Then for any � > 0 there exists a conformal minimal immersion X W N !R3 satisfying
X ı IDX and the following properties:

� pX D p.

� .x3C tan.�/jx1j/ ıX W N !R is a positive proper function.

� kX �Y k1;M < � .

The corresponding theorem for orientable minimal surfaces was obtained by Alarcón
and López in [6, Theorem 5.6], as application of the Runge–Mergelyan approximation
result [6, Theorem 4.9]. We adapt the proof in [6] to the nonorientable framework,
sketching the necessary modifications. In this case our main tool is Theorem 5.6. The
complete details could easily be filled in by an interested reader.

We denote by xk W R
3!R the k th coordinate function, k D 1; 2; 3. Given numbers

� 2 .��=2; �=2/ and ı 2R, we denote by

…ı.�/D f.x1;x2;x3/ 2R3
W x3C tan.�/x1 > ıg:

Theorem 6.6 will follow from a standard recursive application of the following approx-
imation result.

Lemma 6.7 Let M , V �N be two Runge I–invariant compact regions with analyti-
cal boundary such that M � V ı and the Euler characteristic �.V nM ı/ 2 f�2; 0g.

Let X 2MI.M / and let pW H1.V;Z/! R be any homomorphism extension of the
flux map pX of X , satisfying

p.I�. //D�p. / for all  2H1.N ;Z/:

Let � 2 .0; �=4/ and ı > 0, and assume that

(38) X.bM /�…ı.�/[…ı.��/:

Then, for any � > 0 there exists Y 2MI.V / enjoying the following properties:

(i) The flux map pY of Y equals p.

(ii) kY �Xk1;M < � .

(iii) Y .bV /�…ıC1.�/[…ıC1.��/.
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(iv) Y .V nM /�…ı.�/[…ı.��/.

Proof of Lemma 6.7 in the case �.V nM ı/D0 Since M �V ı and V ınM has no
relatively compact connected components in V ı , then V nM ı D

Sj
jD1.Aj [I.Aj //,

where j 2N denotes the number of boundary components of V (hence, of M ) and
A1; I.A1/; : : : ;Aj; I.Aj/ are pairwise disjoint compact annuli.

Write bAj D j̨ [ ǰ , where j̨ � bM and ǰ � bV for all j D 1; : : : ; j. Obviously,
I. j̨ /� bM , I. ǰ /� bV , and bI.Aj /D I. j̨ /[ I. ǰ / for all j D 1; : : : ; j.

From inclusion (38), it follows the existence of a natural number i � 2, a collection
of subarcs f˛i

j W .i; j / 2 I D Zi � f1; : : : ; jgg, where ˛i
j � j̨ for all .i; j / 2 I and

Zi D f0; : : : ; i� 1g denotes the additive cyclic group of integers modulus i 2N , and
subsets IC and I� of I , such that

� IC\ I� D∅, IC[ I� D I ,

� ˛i
j and ˛iC1

j have a common endpoint QiC1
j and are otherwise disjoint,

� X.˛i
j /�…ı.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ .

In particular, j̨ D
S

i2Zi
˛i

j for all j D 1; : : : ; j, and X.I.˛i
j // � …ı.˙�/ for all

.i; j / 2 I˙ ; recall that X is I–invariant.

Choose a family fr i
j W .i; j /2Ig of pairwise disjoint analytical compact Jordan arcs such

that r i
j is contained in Aj , has initial point Qi

j 2 j̨ , final point P i
j 2 ǰ , is otherwise

disjoint from bAj , and meets transversally ˛i
j at the point Qi

j for all .i; j /2 I . The set

S WDM [

� [
.i;j/2I

r i
j [ I.r i

j /

�
is I–admissible in the sense of Definition 3.2.

In a first step, we construct an I–invariant conformal minimal immersion H 2MI.V /

meeting the theses of the lemma on points of S ; more specifically, satisfying

.1H / kH �Xk1;S < �=3,

.2H / H.r i
j [˛

i
j [ r iC1

j /�…ı.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ ,

.3H / H.fP i
j ;P

iC1
j g/�…ıC1.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ ,

.4H / pH D p.
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Such an H is furnished by Theorem 5.6(i) applied to a suitable I–invariant extension yX
of X to S , formally meeting properties .2H / and .3H / (cf [6, Subsection 5.1]). To
construct such an extension, we first define yX over[

.i;j/2I

r i
j

and then we extend it to S (that is to say; we define yX over
S
.i;j/2II.r

i
j /) to be

I–invariant.

Denote by �i
j the closed disc in Aj bounded by ˛i

j [ r i
j [ r iC1

j and the compact
Jordan arc ˇi

j � ǰ connecting P i
j and P iC1

j , and containing no Pk
j for k ¤ i; i C 1,

.i; j / 2 I . Since H is continuous, properties .2H / and .3H / extend to small open
neighborhoods of r i

j [˛
i
j [ r iC1

j and fP i
j ;P

iC1
j g, respectively; hence there exists a

closed disc

Ki
j ��

i
j n .r

i
j [˛

i
j [ r iC1

j /;

intersecting ˇi
j in a compact Jordan arc, such that

� H.�i
j nKi

j /�…ı.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ ,

� H.ˇi
j nKi

j /�…ıC1.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ .

Assume without loss of generality that IC ¤∅; otherwise I� D I ¤∅ and we would
reason in a symmetric way. Consider the I–admissible set

SC WDM [

� [
.i;j/2I�

�i
j [ I.�i

j /

�
[

� [
.i;j/2IC

Ki
j [ I.Ki

j /

�
:

In a second step, we construct an I–invariant conformal minimal immersion Z2MI.V /

meeting the theses of the lemma on points of SC ; more concretely, satisfying

.1Z / kZ �Hk1;M[.
S
.i;j /2I�

�i
j
[I.�i

j
// < �=3,

.2Z / Z.�i
j nKi

j /�…ı.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ ,

.3Z / Z.ˇi
j nKi

j /�…ıC1.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ ,

.4Z / Z.Ki
j /�…ıC1.��/ for all .i; j / 2 IC D I n I� ,

(5Z ) pZ D p.
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The immersion Z is furnished by Theorem 5.6(ii) applied to a suitable I–invariant
extension yH of H jM[.

S
.i;j /2I�

�i
j
[I.�i

j
// to SC . The key point is to ensure that

(39) .x3C tan.�/x1/ ıZ D .x3C tan.�/x1/ ıH everywhere on V ;

which is possible by Theorem 5.6(ii) up to suitably rotating H ; see [6, Subsection 5.1].
As above, in order to construct yH , we first define it over

S
.i;j/2IC

Ki
j , formally

meeting .4Z / and (39), and then we extend it to SC (that is; we define yH overS
.i;j/2IC

I.Ki
j /) as an I–invariant map.

If I� D∅ the proof is already done; otherwise we consider the I–admissible set

S� WDM [

� [
.i;j/2IC

�i
j [ I.�i

j /

�
[

� [
.i;j/2I�

Ki
j [ I.Ki

j /

�
:

To finish the proof, we construct an I–invariant conformal minimal immersion Y 2

MI.V / satisfying the following properties:

.1Y / kY �Zk1;M[.
S
.i;j /2IC

�i
j
[I.�i

j
// < �=3.

.2Y / Y .�i
j nKi

j /�…ı.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ .

.3Y / Y .ˇi
j nKi

j /�…ıC1.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I˙ .

.4Y / Y .Ki
j /�…ıC1.˙�/ for all .i; j / 2 I n I˙ .

(5Y ) pY D p.

Such Y is furnished by Theorem 5.6(ii) applied to a suitable I–invariant extension
of ZjM[.

S
.i;j /2IC

�i
j
[I.�i

j
// to S� , in a symmetric way to the previous step; see

again [6, Subsection 5.1].

The immersion Y meets all the requirements in Lemma 6.7.

Proof of Lemma 6.7 in the case �.V nM ı/ D �2 In this case, there exists an
analytical Jordan arc  � V ı nM ı , attached to bM at its endpoints and otherwise
disjoint to M , such that  \ I. /D∅, S WDM [  [ I. / is an I–admissible set
in N , and �.V ı nS/D 0; see Remark 5.8(2–4). Extend X to a suitable generalized
marked immersion zX$ D . zX ;$/ 2M�g;I.S/, satisfying

zX .S nSı/�…ı.�/[…ı.��/

and p zX$ D pjH1.S;Z/ . Applying Theorem 5.6 to zX$ we then reduce the proof to the
case when �.V nM ı/D 0, and are done.
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Proof of Theorem 6.6 Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5.6, we assume without
loss of generality that M is connected. Set M0 WD M and let fMngn2N be an
exhaustion of N by Runge connected I–invariant compact regions such that the Euler
characteristic �.M ı

n nMn�1/ 2 f0;�2g for all n 2N ; see Remark 5.8. To prove the
theorem we follow the argument that shows [6, Theorem 5.6], using Lemma 6.7 instead
of [6, Lemma 5.1].

6.4 Nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 and harmonic functions

Let N be an open Riemann surface endowed with an antiholomorphic involution
IW N ! N without fixed points. In this subsection we show that every nonconstant
I–invariant harmonic function hW N ! R is a coordinate function of a complete
conformal I–invariant minimal immersion N !R3 ; see Theorem 6.8. We then derive
existence of complete nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 , with arbitrary conformal
structure, whose Gauss map (see Definition 2.8) omits one point of the projective
plane RP2 ; see Corollary 6.10. Recall that, by Fujimoto [17], the Gauss map of
complete nonorientable minimal surfaces in R3 misses at most two points of RP2 .
Furthermore, there exist nonorientable Riemann surfaces which do not carry complete
conformal minimal immersions into R3 with Gauss map omitting two points of RP2 ;
for instance, by Picard’s great theorem, those being parabolic and of finite topology.

The analogous results in the orientable framework were obtained by Alarcón, Fernández
and López in [2] (see also Alarcón and Fernández [1] for a partial result). Again, we only
sketch here the necessary modifications to adapt the proof in [2] to the nonorientable
setting, by using Theorem 5.6.

Theorem 6.8 Let hW N !R3 be a nonconstant I–invariant harmonic function, and
let pW H1.N ;Z/! R3 be a group homomorphism such that p.I�. //D�p. / and
the third coordinate of p. / equals Im

R
 @h for all  2H1.N ;Z/.

Then there exists a complete conformal I–invariant minimal immersion X D

.X1;X2;X3/W N !R3 with X3 D h and pX D p.

The proof of Theorem 6.8 relies on a recursive application of the following.

Lemma 6.9 Let M , V �N be two Runge I–invariant compact regions with analyti-
cal boundary such that M � V ı and the Euler characteristic �.V nM ı/ 2 f�2; 0g.

Let hW V !R be a nonconstant I–invariant harmonic function, let X D .X1;X2;X3/2

MI.M /, and let pW H1.V;Z/!R be a group homomorphism, satisfying X3 D hjM ,
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pX D pjH1.M;Z/ , p.I�. //D�p. /, and the third coordinate of p. / equals Im
R
 @h

for all  2H1.N ;Z/.

Then, for any P0 2M and � > 0, there exists Y D .Y1;Y2;Y3/ 2MI.V / enjoying
the following properties:

(i) The flux map pY of Y equals p.

(ii) kY �Xk1;M < � .

(iii) Y3 D h.

(iv) distY .P0; bV // > 1=� , where distY denotes the distance on V in the intrinsic
metric of the immersion Y .

Proof of Lemma 6.9 in the case �.V nM ı/ D 0 As in the proof of Lemma 6.7,
write V nM ı D

Sj
jD1.Aj [ I.Aj //, where j 2N denotes the number of boundary

components of V and A1; I.A1/; : : : ;Aj; I.Aj/ are pairwise disjoint compact annuli.

On the interior of each annuli Aj , we define a labyrinth of compact sets Kj adapted
to dh as that in the proof of [2, Claim 3.2] (this follows the spirit of Jorge and Xavier’s
original construction of a complete minimal surface in a slab of R3 [20]). We use the
notation KD

Sj
jD1 Kj [ I.Kj / and denote by S �N the I–admissible set

S DM [K:

To finish, we reason as in the proof of [2, Claim 3.2]. In a first step we extend X to S

as an I–invariant conformal minimal immersion yX D . yX1; yX2; yX3/W S !R3 , such
that yX3D hjS and whose intrinsic metric is sufficiently large over K . In order to find a
suitable yX we first argue as in [2, Claim 3.2] to extend X to

Sj
jD1 Kj , and then we

define yX over
Sj

jD1I.Kj / to be I–invariant. The proof now can be concluded by
applying Theorem 5.6(ii) to yX ; see again the proof of [2, Claim 3.2].

Proof of Lemma 6.9 in the case �.V nM ı/D�2 Let  �V ınM ı be an analytical
Jordan arc attached to bM at its endpoints and otherwise disjoint to M , such that
 \I. /D∅, S WDM [ [I. / is an I–admissible set in N , and �.V ı nS/D 0;
see Remark 5.8(2–4). Extend X to a generalized marked immersion zX$ D . zX D
. zX1; zX2; zX3/;$/ 2M�g;I.S/, satisfying zX3 D hjS and p zX$ D pjH1.S;Z/ . We then
reduce the proof to the case when �.V nM ı/D 0, by using Theorem 5.6(ii).

Proof of Theorem 6.8 Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5.6, we assume without
loss of generality M is connected. Set M0 WDM and let fMngn2N be an exhaustion of
N by Runge connected I–invariant compact regions such that the Euler characteristic
�.M ı

n nMn�1/ 2 f0;�2g for all n 2 N ; see Remark 5.8. To finish we follow the
argument in the proof of [2, Theorem 4.1], replacing [2, Lemma 3.1] by Lemma 6.9.
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Corollary 6.10 Let pW H1.N ;Z/ ! R3 be a group homomorphism such that
p.I�. //D�p. / for all  2H1.N ;Z/.

Then there exists a complete conformal I–invariant minimal immersion X W N !R3

such that pX D p, and the complex Gauss map of X W N ! R3 (see Definition 2.8)
omits one point of RP2 .

Proof By Theorem 6.4, there exists a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic 1–form #

on N such that I�# D x# and
R
 # D {p. / for all  2 H1.N ;Z/. Applying

Theorem 6.8 to h WD Re
R P
# , we get a complete conformal I–invariant minimal

immersion X W N !R3 such that pX D p, and whose complex Gauss map has neither
zeros nor poles. Therefore, the Gauss map of X W N ! R3 omits one point of RP2

(see Remark 2.7). This concludes the proof.

In [3], Alarcón, Fernández and López extended the results in [2] to minimal surfaces
in Rn , n � 3. The key tool was a Runge–Mergelyan-type theorem for minimal
surfaces in Rn . In the forthcoming paper [5], we will show the analogous result in the
nonorientable framework; this will allow us to generalize the results in this subsection
to nonorientable minimal surfaces in Rn .
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